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���� 0RGHOOLQJ�RI�JURXQG�DFFHOHUDWLRQ�ILHOG�LQ�WKH�&DWDQLD�DUHD�DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK
WKH�,EOHR�0DOWHVH�IDXOW�V\VWHP

�$��=ROOR�DQG�$��(PROR�

����� 6WURQJ�PRWLRQ�VLPXODWLRQ

In this study we simulated the ground motion associated with an earthquake, as
large as the one which struck South-Eastern Sicily in 1693, having approximate
magnitude M=7 (level I scenario earthquake). We assumed that this event could be
associated with the multiple rupture of two near-vertical normal sub-parallel
segments dipping NE of the Ibleo-Maltese composite fault system. The parameters
which describe the complete source geometry are reported in table 4.3�(Scandone and
Meletti, personal written communication).

Table 4.3

1RUWKHUQ�IDXOW�VHJPHQW 6RXWKHUQ�IDXOW�VHJPHQW

Length 2.25x104 m 5.1x104 m

Width 1.5x104 m 1.5x104 m

Top depth 5x102 m 5x102 m

Strike 352° 346°

Dip 80° 80°

Rake -90° -90°

Seismic moment (*) 1.2x1019 Nm 2.8x1019 Nm

Stress drop (*) 2.5 MPa 2.5 MPa

(*) Values computed by authors

The seismic moments of 1.2x1019 Nm and 2.8x1019 Nm have been computed
respectively for the Northern and Southern fault segments in order to have a total
event having magnitude 7, following the moment-magnitude scaling law by Hanks
and Kanamori (1979).

To estimate the strong ground motion parameters (PGA and spectral ordinates)
we used the mixed statistical-deterministic approach proposed by Zollo HW�DO� (1997).
The method is based on the massive computation of synthetic accelerograms
produced by a large number of possible rupture processes occurring on a given fault
(or fault system) whose geometry and mechanism are assumed to be known. Each
rupture process is simulated assuming a statistical distribution of kinematic
parameters which control the nucleation, the rupture propagation and the space-time
slip history during the rupture process.
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In the present case, the rupture may nucleate randomly along one of the two
fault segments and propagates through the other one once the nearest border has been
reached.

Due to the ranges of frequency (0.5<f<20 Hz) and distances (near source
approximation) considered in our study, we restricted our simulations to the direct S-
wave field which largely dominates in amplitude with respect to the other phases
when the site effects can be considered weak or negligible. In this case, as explained
by Bernard and Madariaga (1984) and Farra HW�DO� (1986), for observed wavelenghts
shorter than the minimum source-receiver distance, it is possible to consider the
asymptotic solution of wave equation as a good approximation of the near source
wave field.

The ground acceleration radiated according to the rupture of each fault segment
is computed by solving numerically the representation integral (Aki and Richards,
1980).

The space-time slip distribution on the fault is obtained assuming at each point
a ramp-like function characterized by three parameters, that is, the rupture time, the
rise time and the final slip. Rupture times are computed assuming a uniform rupture
velocity on the fault plane while the rise time in chosen equal to the cut-off
frequency of the low-pass filter applied on the synthetic accelerograms which
corresponds to an instantaneous rise of the slip to its final value at the passage of the
rupture front, and to maximizing the amplitude of expected ground motion in the far-
field approximation. Under a constant rupture velocity hypotesis, the ω-square
behaviour of acceleration spectra can be related to a self-similar slip and stress drop
distributions on the fault which follow a negative power law of radial wavenumber.
The final slip distribution is then computed by using he k-square model proposed by
Herrero and Bernard (1994) and normalizing the obtained slip so as to get the total
seismic moment equal to a given value.

In this study we neglected the crustal path effects since we used a
homogeneous half-space (vS=3.5x103 m/s, QS=300) because our main interest was to
investigate the influence of source complexity on seismic radiation, neglecting
complex path phenomena.

As a first order approximation, at a very local scale, the response of a multi-
layered structure to a near-vertical incident SH plane wave was computed using the
Thomson-Haskell matrix method (Haskell, 1962). The site effects were then modeled
by convolution of synthetic accelerograms at a given site by the computed 1D
transfer function.

The predictive method proposed by Zollo HW�DO� (1997) was recently validated
by Emolo and Zollo (1999) who compared the theoretic estimates for the strong
motion parameters with the data collected during the main shocks of the 1997
Umbria-Marche seismic sequence.
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����� 5HVXOWV��VSDWLDO�YDULDWLRQ�RI�SHDN�JURXQG�DFFHOHUDWLRQ

A number of 100 different rupture processes was performed, each of them
being characterized by random nucleation point, i.e.randomly occurring on one of the
two segments of the Ibleo-Maltese fault system, and different final slip distribution
(computed according to the k-square model). The corresponding synthetic
accelerograms were computed at each of 44 hypothetical receivers (the black circles
in Figure 4.15). We filtered the accelerograms in the 0.5-20 Hz frequency band,
choosing the low frequency value in accordance with distances from the fault which
are greater than few wavelenghts and the high frequency value in order to cover the
useful range for engineering applications.

The peak values are used to generate the maps of the average maximum
acceleration and the coefficient of variation COV (COV=100(standard
deviation)/average) displayed in Figure 4.15. The largest predicted PGA values (0.4-
0.5 g) are abserved in the coastal area north of the city of Catania. This effect is
explained by a dominant effect of source directivity which is controlled by the fault
geometry and receivers locations. Obviously the interpretation of PGA map has to be
done considering the COV map too. Regions characterized by relatively high COV
values suggest that PGA values can vary strongly depending on the way the fracture
nucleates and develops during the rupture. The highest COV values are observed at
receivers located along the coast in correspondence to the middle portion of the
whole fault system. Due to the dominant effect of source directivity, the COV values
are smaller for receivers located north of Catania.

The synthetic attenuation curves (PGA vs. minimum distance from the fault
projection at the surface) show the expected variability with azimuth, controlled by
the fault geometry and directivity (Fig. 4.16).

Assuming that our simulation data set is a representative sample of the possible
rupture time histories, the 1 σ intervals shown in Figure 4.16 give an estimate of the
expected PGA ranges. The computed curves are compared with the empirical ones
obtained by Sabetta and Pugliese (1987) in the range of magnitude M=6-7 by
regression analysis of the Italian strong motion database. Comparing the simulation
results with the empirical relatinships, we distinguish profile directions for which
there is a complete intersection with the predicted PGA range (45°, 135°, 165°,
180°), profiles with a weak intersection (15°, 30°, 60°, 105°, 120°) and profiles with
no intersection at all (75°, 90°). The curves displayed in Figure 4.16 clearly show an
azimuthal variation which is not taken into account by the Sabetta end Pugliese’s
empirical curves (1987).
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)LJXUH� ����� �� 7RS�OHIW�� 0DS� RI� VLPXODWHG� SHDN� JURXQG� DFFHOHUDWLRQ� 3*$� �PHDQ� YDOXHV� RQ� ���
VLPXODWLRQV���7RS�ULJKW��0DS�RI�FRHIILFLHQW�RI�YDULDWLRQ�&29��VHH�WH[W�IRU�LWV�GHILQLWLRQ���%RWWRP��=RRP
RI� WKH� DUHD� LQ� WKH� UHFWDQJOHV� VNHWFKHG� LQ� WKH� XSSHU� ILJXUHV�� 7KH� EURZQ� WKLFN� OLQHV� LQ� WKH� ILJXUHV
UHSUHVHQW�WKH�VXUIDFH�SURMHFWLRQ�RI�WKH�IDXOW�VHJPHQWV�ZKLOH�WKH�EODFN�FLUFOHV�UHSUHVHQW�WKH�UHFHLYHUV
ORFDWLRQV�
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)LJXUH� ����� �� /RJ�ORJ� SORWV� RI� 3*$� �PHDQ� YDOXHV� DQG� VWDQGDUG� GHYLDWLRQV�� YHUVXV� WKH� PLQLPXP
GLVWDQFH�IURP�WKH�IDXOW�VHJPHQWV�FRPSXWHG�DW�GLIIHUHQW�D]LPXWKV��7KH�VKDGHG�]RQH�FRUUHVSRQGV�WR�WKH
��σ �YDULDWLRQ�LQWHUYDO��7KH�ILJXUHV�DOVR�UHSRUW�WKH�HPSLULFDO�FXUYHV��FRQWLQRXV�OLQH��IRU�0 ��DQG�0 �
HDUWKTXDNHV�REWDLQHG�E\�6DEHWWD�DQG�3XJOLHVH��������

����� 5HVXOWV��VLPXODWLRQ�DW�XUEDQ�VFDOH

As explained above, we computed the accelerograms in the urban area of
Catania including the 1D transfer function computed by the Thomson-Haskell matrix
method (Haskell, 1962) at several sites located on 4 geotechnical profiles constructed
using borehole data and results of LQ�VLWX and laboratory geotechnical tests (Faccioli,
1997).
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Figure 4.17 shows the normalized pseudo-acceleration response spectra,
computed using the Beck and Dowling (1988) algorithm, for four sites which are
representative of the Catania subsoil. Significative amplification effects in the 5-20
Hz frequency range and attenuation at lower frequencies are observed at sites
characterized by soft clay, scoriaceous lava flows and fill. These are 8 to 11 m thick
and cover massive lava flows (site 1033) or consolitated blue clay (site 85). On the
other hand, we observe a general high frequency attenuation effect in sites where Mt.
Etna’s massive lava flows, about 10 m thick, outcrop (site 365). South of Catania,
recent alluvial deposits, with a thickness of some tens of meters (site 1268), produce
small amplification effects in the 2-3 Hz and 5-10 Hz frequency bands.

Due to the high frequency amplification effects, we find an overestimation of a
factor up to almost 2 for the normalized pseudo acceleration values in comparison
with the Eurocode 8 curve for rock/stiff ground conditions. However this short
period discrepancy, associated with the source complexity, can also be seen for the
bedrock spectrum.

)LJXUH��������(VWLPDWH�RI�ORFDO�VLWH�HIIHFW�LQ�&DWDQLD��7RS��7KH��'�JHRORJLDO�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�DQG�WKH
VKHDU�ZDYH� YHORFLW\�PRGHO� IRU� WKH� VLWHV� FRQVLGHUHG� LQ� WKLV� VWXG\�� 7KHLU� ORFDWLRQV� DUH� VKRZQ� LQ� WKH
IUDPH�RQ�WKH�WRS�OHIW�FRUQHU��0LGGOH��3VHXGR�YHORFLW\�UHVSRQVH�VSHFWUD��7KH�VKDGHG�DUHD�FRUUHVSRQGV
WR� WKH� ��σ � LQWHUYDO�� 5HJLRQV� RI� DWWHQXDWLRQ� DQG� DPSOLILFDWLRQ� ZLWK� UHVSHFW� WR� WKH� EHGURFN� SVHXGR
YHORFLW\� UHVSRQVH� VSHFWUXP� DUH� DOVR� VKRZQ�� %RWWRP�� 1RUPDOL]HG� SVHXGR� DFFHOHUDWLRQ� VSHFWUD�� 7KH
VKDGHG�DUHD�FRUUHVSRQGV� WR� WKH���σ �LQWHUYDO��)RU�FRPSDULVRQ�� WKH�(XURFRGH��� VSHFWUXP� �FRQWLQRXV
OLQH��IRU�URFN�VWLII�JURXQG�LV�DOVR�LOOXVWUDWHG�
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